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What is CAPE?
CAPE - Cajun Advanced Picosatellite
Experiment, is a CubeSat Program
A CubeSat is a type of miniaturized satellite for space research whose 1U
volume is one liter (a 10 cm cube) and has a mass of no more than 1.33
kilograms
CubeSat term coined to denote nano-satellites adhering to the CubeSat
design specification published by Professor Jordi Puig-Suari, with others
such as Bob Twiggs contributing to the CubeSat community.
Supported by a growing community of academic,
commercial and government entities and
enthusiasts - an economical way of doing space
science

CAPE I
Began work from concept in 2004
Collaboration between UL Lafayette and
Cal Poly University
Students raised private donations
from grass roots efforts
“Mission: to gain the basic knowledge and
skill set of developing and launching a
picosatellite so as to pave the way for future
projects.”
Launched aboard a Russian Dnepr Rocket
April 17, 2007 - successful deployment and
operation - UL Lafayette among the early pioneering universities to achieve
a working CubeSat - first in Southern US

CAPE II
Project utilized lessons learned from CAPE I
Included an educational payload - among others
a Parrot Repeater, Text-to-Speech ID, Phone Key
pad commands
Included deployable solar panels and battery redundancy circuits

Lessons Learned CAPE II
!

Symptoms
!
Unexpected high satellite spin rate
Underperformance of:
- receiver sensitivity
- antenna pattern
- battery charge - maintenance

!

!Root
!

Causes -

Insufficient allowance by team in schedule for testing and
integrated testing of equipment and software and revisions
to same.

!!
!
! Remedy

-

- Develop improved process for team decisions
- Commit to increased level of integrated subsystems tests
- Improve team’s failure analysis process
- We need to implement safe method for fully integrated satellite
and on-orbit programming to fix or mitigate for unexpected
situations

!

!

CAPE Merits
Education, Outreach, and STEM
Approximately 50 undergraduate students
have completed their Senior Capstone
Design Projects doing research and design
work pertaining to CAPE.
Numerous college and high school students
have been exposed to and / or had some
class projects pertaining to CAPE, e.g., two
students, Mr. William Ganucheau, and Mr.
Schoen Bronson of LSMSA helped in summer
of 2012 to develop CAPE ground station
software.
A number of our UL Lafayette - CAPE
students have gone directly into NASA
careers. Others have done internships with
NASA. Still others have gone into engineering
firms providing aerospace and DOD services.

CAPE III
IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT!
The Mission - the future is now:
EDUCATIONAL & SCIENTIFIC PAYLOADS
- Experiment to develop a Network of Internet-synchronized Smartphone-based Ground Stations
- Students interact with satellite through ground station network via app on their smartphones
- Experiment to develop a miniaturized wearable radiation dose meter for astronauts
- Students will be able to design their own CubeSat experiments from their smartphones

